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Dylan’s Religious Leanings 
 
It is clear that Bob Dylan is first and foremost a songwriter of morality.  His feelings 
about sin and virtue are evident throughout the lyrics of his songs, his writings and his 
art.1 Several books have been written that speak directly to the religious or moral nature 
of Dylan including Dylan’s Visions of Sin, Tangled up in the Bible, Dylan Redeemed and 
Bob Dylan and Philosophy among many others. 
 
Dylan starts from a moral basis.  His earliest works often focus on justice and 
righteousness - a foundation upon which he builds throughout his career. His proclivity 
for authoring such meaningful lyrics seems a necessity to him - he continues to produce 
significant song after significant song throughout his lifetime. The number of songs that 
Dylan has composed exceeds many of his contemporaries; his website records 521 in 50 
years.2  He has continually implied that his songwriting is a necessity for him - that it is 
not something he cannot do. In ‘No Direction Home,’ the film by Martin Scorsese, Dylan 
is quoted as saying, “I wrote the songs to sing the songs - I had to speak that language.3” 
One has to wonder why that is so - beyond the obvious: having to work for a living - 
what compels someone like Bob Dylan to continually tell a story through music. And not 
just any story but one that suggests a certain choice for life to its listener. 
 

Early Influences 
Dylan’s foundations included some exposure to Christianity and the culture of his 
childhood was a combination of Protestant families surrounding his isolated Jewish 
family in Hibbing, Minnesota.  He appeared to have had little exposure to scripture in 
those days, but by the time he was 13 his family decided he was to have a Bar Mitzvah 
and so was required to study the Torah and memorize many of its verses for recitation.  
The resulting ‘performance’ at his big event was seen as amazing, as Bob was able to 
intone the Hebrew in mimicry of the Rabbi (brought in from New York to work with 
him) to such an extent one thought he was a natural Hebrew speaker.  This pre-pubescent 
learning of the word of God and of Hebrew would inform his life and influence his 
music. His extended family also exerted influence on his life views, in his book 
Chronicles Volume One he quotes his grandmother as saying “be kind because everyone 
you’ll ever meet is fighting a hard battle.” 4  
 
The early years of his musical career have the appearance of a lack of religion but rather 
may be seen as an alignment to folk music as religion.  He was a devotee to be sure, an 
evangelist certainly.  And he clearly had his ‘religious’ leaders to whom he turned: 
Woody Guthrie, Dave Van Ronk, Allen Ginsburg and others.  His nearly instantaneous 
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alignment with the folk style and moral code suggests he felt those things long before he 
found music as a way of delivering a message. 
 
From the beginning people noticed something different about Bob.  His approach, his 
way of speaking (writing, singing), his subject matter and his insistence, were unique.  He 
went beyond the typical folk writer and spoke again and again to the heart of his listener - 
connected with what that generation of folk and rock enthusiasts mostly needed and often 
wanted, although not always, to hear.  Many songs told a story, but just as often held a 
message.  He preached with his songs.  When Ginsberg first heard The Times They Are 
A’Changing he was quoted as saying: “[Dylan just] knocked out this sort of biblical 
prophecy. Poetry is words that empower - they make sense: a subjective truth that has an 
objective reality.” 
 
Liam Clancy of the Clancy Brothers had this to say about him: “ [Dylan] didn’t need to 
be a definitive person - he articulated what the rest of us wanted to say but couldn’t say.”5 
 
By the time Dylan was popular, in the late 60s, he had heard, far too many times, the term 
‘spokesperson for a generation’ used in reference to him.  It was a title he would neither 
accept nor embrace. Some even went so far as to suggest Dylan was a prophet - 
something he would clearly decry.  It’s interesting to note that In Hebrew, the word נְבִיא 
(navi), "spokesperson", traditionally translates as "prophet." Ironically, later in his career, 
when he clearly took on a Christian persona, many of these same people denied his 
prophetic abilities. 
 
But he couldn’t deny that what his songs did was very much the same things the early 
biblical prophets did - pointed to an egregious situation that had been brought about by 
errant human actions.  And more: suggest a change - provide a solution to the immoral 
path that was being followed. Where he found situations deplorable he often felt 
compelled to speak out about them: songs like Oxford Town, The Lonesome Death of 
Hattie Carroll, and Only A Pawn In Their Game.  This was a course he was to follow 
much of his career. 
 
In Down the Highway, Dylan is quoted as saying “[music] affected me at an at early age 
in a very, very powerful way and it’s all that affected me. It’s all that ever remained true 
for me…And I’m very glad that this particular music reached me when it did because 
frankly, if it hadn’t, I don’t know what would have become of me, I come from a very 
isolated part of America.”6 
 
In a review of his book Chronicles Volume One one writer wrote: “The tales he tells 
illustrate a belief that songs come from a deep and mystic place, and also from a whole 
hell of a lot of effort. And that's about as good a definition of religion as you're going to 
find.7” 
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7 Alan Light, Bob Dylan: Reluctant Prophet  



 

 

 
Where does such a ‘religion’ come from?  What made Dylan the moralist that he was?  
How, in fact, do humans in general come to have a sense of right and wrong or feel so 
strongly about justice? We might turn to the Bible to see what it has to say about good 
men in Luke 6:45 “The good man brings good things out of the good stored up in his 
heart, and the evil man brings evil things out of the evil stored up in his heart. For out of 
the overflow of his heart his mouth speaks.”8 
 
“It’s not like you see songs approaching and invite them in. It’s not that easy,” says 
Dylan, “You want to write songs that are bigger than life. You want to say something 
about strange things that have happened to you, strange things you have seen. You have 
to know and understand something and then go past the vernacular.”9 
 
It seems Bob Dylan has good stored up that overflows to his listeners. 
 

Non-Prophet  
Although hailed as a prophet of his age, he often experienced negative reactions to 
stepping onto the next stage of his musical and spiritual journey.  Not unlike prophets of 
old, who were routinely scourged for bringing a difficult truth to light, Dylan experienced 
many a backlash to his stepping out - whether in faith or musical novelty.  His early 
electric period an obvious example, even to the point of being called ‘Judas’ by his folk-
period followers.  A sweet irony that the very iconoclastic nature of his music would be 
used to reveal the iconoclastic nature of the world. 
 
John Hammond, one of his earliest fans and the person that would help launch his career, 
was not blind to his gifts: “Dylan’s an extraordinary man.  I don’t know if he’s going to 
sell, but he has something profound to say.”10 
 
In Scorsese’s movie No Direction Home, several artists of his early years respond to 
questions regarding his status.  Maria Muldaur, a singer that played with him in his days 
in New York city said, “All of sudden he was an idol.” Mavis Staples: “He was writing 
truth.”11 
 
He rarely sat still for a moment in his forward motion in time and musical space - electric 
during a folk festival; long-winded songs for short play radio; double albums in the 
expensive world of vinyl production; he continued to push the envelope - and the critics 
continued to push back.  Until they saw the light.  Many of Dylan’s albums were 
negatively reviewed early in their release with reviewers heaping reams of praise as the 
album grew on them.  It was as if he knew what people would like long before they could 
possibly figure it out. Blood On the Tracks, now considered one of his best works both 
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lyrically and musically, was originally panned by many critics - In Rolling Stone, 
reviewer Jon Landau wrote that "the record has been made with typical shoddiness.”12 
 
He disliked his notoriety, “Being noticed can be a burden,” he stated about his early 
fame, ”Jesus got himself crucified because he got himself noticed.  So I disappear a 
lot.”13 Landau explained, “Dylan created a myth that already existed. In a very real sense 
we could call it the myth of our own purity. Dylan was the only one on the scene who had 
the self-awareness, charisma, talent, imagination and lack of repression to give structure 
to this world view.” Landau suggests Dylan is a natural poet, but hardly a prophet.14 
 
David Berkeley, singer/songwriter, quoted on American Songwriter, says this:   

I most respect musicians who can’t help but to write songs, who can’t help but to 
sing these songs, who are like forces of nature when it comes to their art–
uncontainable, unpredictable, unstoppable. Bob Dylan was the first such artist I 
encountered. He seemed more like a channel to me than a man, somehow he 
tapped into a deeper pulse than most of us sense or feel. There is no striving. 
There is no pursuit of beauty. His music just is. Like a thunderstorm is. Like an 
ocean is.15 

 

Messianic and Other Biblical References in Lyrics 
References to biblical or other religious content in Dylan’s songs has been widely 
covered by a number of authors.  It’s clear through books like Tangled Up in the Bible 
and Dylan Redeemed, that these authors feel Dylan was trying to promote a religious 
view.  Tangled Up in the Bible, for instance, details over 145 songs where lyrics could be 
interpreted as biblically influenced.  However, when wearing a Christian lens viewing his 
material, it’s easy to see Jesus or the Bible in his songs.  But is that what Dylan really 
was trying to portray?  When asked, Dylan would deny that he had any particular 
message in his songs.  He later claimed that that was the last thing he wanted to do: 
 
“I’ve stopped composing and singing anything that has either a reason or a motive to be 
sung… The word ‘message’ strikes me as having a hernia-like sound.”16 
 
But despite this his songs continued to have a message for their listeners and fans and 
critics alike couldn’t help but notice.  Forever Young, as one critic described it, projected 
"something hymnal and heartfelt that spoke of the father in Dylan." Dylan’s use of 
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“religious imagery on Ring Them Bells on ‘Oh Mercy’ may well have been a nod to his 
continuing faith - a signal that he had not left it behind, but was no longer compelled to 
preach with every tune,” as Marshall states in his article ‘Restless Pilgrim,’ “for Dylan, 
the world will eventually know that there is only one God." 17 
 
In My Back Pages his lyrics read: “Good and bad, I define these terms; Quite clear, no 
doubt, somehow.” His views on morality are heard by even the highest defenders of 
justice in the land, clearly: 
 

A 2007 study of US legal opinions and briefs that found Dylan’s lyrics were 
quoted by judges and lawyers more than those of any other songwriter, 186 times. 
Individuals who had quoted Dylan included US Supreme Court Chief Justice John 
Roberts and Justice Antonin Scalia. Lines cited included "you don't need a 
weatherman to know which way the wind blows" from "Subterranean Homesick 
Blues" and "when you ain't got nothing, you got nothing to lose" from "Like a 
Rolling Stone".18 

 
Some have suggested this was all a show - that wherever his music and lyrics took him 
was for the entertainment.  But then around 1978 he took a new turn. 
 

Conversion 
Dylan’s conversion to Christianity in the late 70s has been examined to death, with book 
after book trying to come to terms with what appeared to be a total non sequitur. But 
many close to him throughout his career were not surprised.  Scarlet Rivera, his violinist 
on the Desire album, said she was “not surprised he was a seeker - he was always 
spiritual, political, powerful”19 His deep understanding and commitment to American 
roots music indicates a knowledge of a cultural inheritance steeped in the Bible and 
Christian tradition.20 He claims to have read the Bible every day, long before he 
proclaimed his faith publicly. In making Slow Train Coming - Jerry Wexler, his producer 
at the time, has said “It was the work of the Lord” he said, “unrefined, impassioned 
approach like his first songs.  He was a thousand times more aware of everything than 
anybody.”21 
 
At the Grammys while accepting the award for Slow Train Coming, Dylan thanked God 
first, Wexler second.22 
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Dylan himself is quoted as saying “Up to the time the Lord came into my life I didn’t 
care about it.  Until Jesus came to me that way I didn’t understand.” 23 Although some of 
us might differ with this - there is some thought that he was being a messenger for peace 
and righteousness long before he experienced the conversion to Christianity. He is further 
quoted as saying “These things in the Bible, they seem to uplift me and tell me the truth.” 
 
Even as recently as 2011 Dylan was using the Bible to shake folks up.  In a tour in China, 
instead of singing his protest songs (which could easily have been repressed by the 
government) he opened with Gonna Change My Way of Thinking. But then critics 
slammed him for not hitting hard on China’s governmental oppression.  “It's hard to 
believe that scribes who were familiar with the wide spectrum of the Dylan canon could 
miss the point of that opening number,” said Jeffrey Gaskill, one of Dylan’s producers, 
"…Truth is, Dylan's music has always contained a stream of religious images. This was 
true long before he began mixing his Jewish beliefs with an apocalyptic brand of 
Christianity -- influences that continue to shape his music to this day.” This way of 
thinking, said Gaskill, is "the most important aspect of his career -- hands down. It has 
lasted longer than his so-called political protest period, an era in which his work already 
contained religious themes. Some people simply refuse to come to terms with this side of 
Bob Dylan."24 
 
The odd thing is that as he preached the gospel from his electric pulpit, those who had 
previously called him a prophet found him anything but.  Dylan himself noticed: 

Years ago they ... said I was a prophet. I used to say, "No I'm not a prophet" they 
say "Yes you are, you're a prophet." I said, "No it's not me." They used to say 
"You sure are a prophet." They used to convince me I was a prophet. Now I come 
out and say Jesus Christ is the answer. They say, "Bob Dylan's no prophet." They 
just can't handle it.25 

 
When asked Dylan is rarely straight forward about his beliefs.  And for a reason. 
Whatever he has said in the past about himself has been itemized, misconstrued, 
bludgeoned and put back together in reverse order!  He has long found a way to ‘play’ 
with journalists and writers (and his fans) to get around telling the real story.  But some 
of his quotes are telling: “what I was playing at the time were hard-lipped folk songs with 
fire and brimstone servings...” 26  In an interview in 1984 (several years after his 
conversion) he told The Rolling Stone magazine: "I've never said I'm born again. That's 
just a media term. I don't think I've been an agnostic. I've always thought there's a 
superior power, that this is not the real world and that there's a world to come."27 
                                                
23 Joel Gilbert, Dylan Revealed, 2011 Highway 61 Entertainment 
24 Terry Mattingly, “Religion: Bob Dylan protests in China, in his own way” Scripps 
Howard News Service http://www.scrippsnews.com/content/religion-bob-dylan-protests-
china-his-own-way 
25 Björner, "Omaha, Nebraska, January 25, 1980". Bjorner's Still On The Road. June 8, 
2001. http://www.bjorner.com/  
26 Bob Dylan, Chronicles Volume One  
27 Rolling Stone, Dylan on Dylan: The Essential Interviews, p. 288. June 21, 1984 



 

 

 
In a Newsweek article from 1997: “Here's the thing with me and the religious thing. This 
is the flat-out truth: I find the religiosity and philosophy in the music. I don't find it 
anywhere else. Songs like "Let Me Rest on a Peaceful Mountain" or "I Saw the Light"—
that's my religion. I don't adhere to rabbis, preachers, evangelists, all of that. I've learned 
more from the songs than I've learned from any of this kind of entity. The songs are my 
lexicon. I believe the songs.”28 
 
In a 2009 interview by Bill Flanagan promoting his album Christmas in the Heart, 
Flanagan commented on the performance Dylan gave of "O Little Town of Bethlehem" 
and that Dylan "delivered the song like a true believer". Dylan replied: "Well, I am a true 
believer."29 
 
G.K.Chesterton, a long-time defender of faith from the Victorian period, said this about 
Thomas Aquinas: “It is the paradox of history that each generation is converted by the 
saint who contradicts it the most.” He could easily have been speaking of Dylan.30 
 

The Religious Tracks 
We have many songs to enjoy during his post conversion period - songs that easily stand 
up to contemporary, secular judgment.  Slow Train Coming, Saved, and Shot of Love are 
most often examined as reflecting this period, but you can’t deny that these are a 
continuation of his prior works, a new spin on Christianity (just as all of his takes on 
subjects tend to be new spins) and part of a long journey that he is still on. 
 
Stephen Webb in Dylan Redeemed says this about those albums: 

His explicitly Christian songs are more than a canon within a canon - that is, a 
minor set of unique accomplishments within a larger body of work.  Instead they 
are the key that unlocks both the musical and the thematic unity of his work as a 
whole.31 
 

His following work in Time Out of Mind and “Love & Theft” carry much of the weight of 
his conversion in their deliverances.  More subtle, perhaps, but still there.  This is not an 
uncommon response from a believer who is maturing in his faith.  At first the exuberance 
and excitement causes an emotional and radical response - one that is portrayed in his 
first three albums of this period.  But then as a maturity of faith is developed he can 
return to many of his old themes with an even more enlightened response.  Time Out of 
Mind, according to Webb, should have caused as much exasperation for his fans as Slow 
Train Coming.  “This the album where the train has arrived,” says Webb, “but looks 
pretty empty.  Despair is just as much apart of faith as ecstasy and enthusiasm.” 
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Dylan himself commented: "Those old songs are my lexicon and prayer book," speaking 
of his inspiration, “All my beliefs come out of those old songs, literally, anything from 
‘Let Me Rest on that Peaceful Mountain’ to ‘Keep on the Sunny Side.’ You can find all 
my philosophy in those old songs. I believe in a God of time and space, but if people ask 
me about that, my impulse is to point them back toward those songs. I believe in Hank 
Williams singing ‘I Saw the Light.’ I’ve seen the light, too."32 
 
About “Love & Theft” a Wikipedia writer wrote: “If Time Out of Mind was his death 
album—it wasn't, but you know how people talk—this is his immortality album.”33 
 
Dylan continues to deliver a story with something behind it - up to his very latest works.   

Does It Matter? 
In the end, what do we really know about Bob Dylan?  Many people have speculated 
about where he stands among the balladeers and peace makers of his day, but he will 
deny he has any standing at all.  He simply writes the songs that are written on his heart.  
We can ponder on who wrote them there, but the fact that he has shared them with us 
should be enough. 

                                                
32 Alan Light, Bob Dylan: Reluctant Prophet, beliefnet.com 
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